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David is a senior executive within our Operations Group. With significant experience 
leading, advising, and improving the performance of companies, David collaborates with 
our investment team to identify opportunities within businesses that are being considered 
for investment. Once investments have been made, he works with his fellow partners to 
drive strategic, operational and leadership initiatives at its portfolio companies. 

During his career, David has worked in a variety of executive and operational advisory 
roles, “parachuting” into organizations to serve as the conduit to drive value and change. 
He has led over 60 engagements in North America and Europe across several industry 
sectors and held many C-level (CEO, CRO, and COO) positions as well as senior executive 
level roles across a wide range of business functions. 

David specializes in developing strategic frameworks and implementing operational 
solutions to maximize value and foster long-term sustained improvement. He is 
particularly adept at jumpstarting growth and helping businesses scale. It is in these 
scenarios that he excels at advising and working alongside executives and other 
professionals by establishing credibility and trust with constituents at all levels of the 
organization. 

Prior to working as an executive and as an operational advisor, David spent eight years at 
Arthur Andersen where he led the retail and consumer product industry verticals for 
European offices. Before Arthur Andersen, he worked as Vice President for an 
international manufacturing and construction firm, developing new markets and 
investments in one of their utility divisions. He began his career working as a project 
manager and site manager leading all manufacturing, design, and build work within this 
company. 

David has served on multiple boards and managed and advised businesses representing 
various categories (retail, manufacturing, distribution, and services) as well as industries 
including consumer, plastics, apparel, energy and gas, food, construction, and steel. He 
has a Bachelor of Science in Engineering from the University of Illinois and a Master of 
Business Administration from the University of Chicago. 

David lives in Anthem, Arizona with his wife. He has six adult children who live in various 
locations across the United States. 


